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acknowledgement of country

I pay respects to Yuggera Nation and to all Elders past, present and 

emerging.

I acknowledge your sovereignty and that your sovereignty has never 

been ceded. 

I also respectfully acknowledge that I live in the country of the 

Darumbal people in which the city of Rockhampton is located. 



Aspiring to imagine what are the obligations of being in Country: to 

move into how to respectfully acknowledge country in praxis?

To demonstrate my acknowledgement of country I aspire to ….

enable non-Indigenous capacity, commitment and actions to reduce 

racism, including institutional racism, move toward restorative 

justice and an understanding of the obligations of NI people in 

Country.



My location in knowledge

• Currently a guest in Darumbal Country.

• Irish & NI Australian

• Story & vision: seeing through body and another colonisation

• Growing up: The Troubles (news, coloniser’s normative 
behaviours & assumptions & humour)

• Colonisation: problematisation; deficit; justification of theft of land 
via necessary ‘deficit perspective’

• SC contexts produces a reconciliation of the theft which is unjust, 
limited, disrespectful and normative of a taken for granted 
‘reconciliation’ which is deeply problematic



So positioning of paper: a cultural interface (Nakata, 2007)

• This paper is the exploration what it may mean for non-Indigenous 
people to aspire to be non-Indigenous citizens of and in Indigenous 
nations and continents. 

• It is an imagining of a possible space and place in some more ethical 
future

• It is a non-Indigenous exploration, arising from reflections on 
predominantly Indigenous scholarship

• To name and reposition discourse and reflect on what it is to be an 
non-Indigenous person who aspires to NI descendants becoming able 
and skilled to be not SC but a NI citizen on Indigenous land. 



How NI People have imagined citizenship for the ‘other’

• Consider 1901 to 1962/7 to 2017

• Indigenous people were given the ability to vote in Federal elections in 
1962

• 1967 referendum was presented as providing ‘citizenship’ for 
Aborigines: implications citizenship for whom and by whose power and 
the ontological & epistemological assumptions

• the perception that Indigenous people were gaining political equity with 
the rest of the Australian community (Hobbs, 2018) an inclusion 
(incorporation) into ‘Australian’ identity and citizenship.

• ‘Australian’ is a claim by NI people, like theft of land, embodies an 
ontological and epistemological assumptions that embody a NI 
normative- taken for granted



What is citizenry? A traditional (SC) landscape into…

Summary

• ‘Australian’ citizenry is a taken for granted construction (origins= 

the non-Indigenous nation-state.)

• Conceptualised 1901 & 1967 as membership of the NI ‘Australian’ 

State 

• 1967: not a vision of a ‘shared’ space in the nation-state (NI & FN) 

but a ‘coming into’ an Australia (as a taken for granted NI)

• Coming into: NI normative= attempted assimilation

• Equality vs equity in citizenship & a lens of SC



2017 a new discourse in the public space

• When compulsory voting was extended to Indigenous people in 

1983 was the illusion that you were able to freely engage in 

political and government matters: equality not equity

• Recognition of First Nation as a distinct people was lost as 

citizenship made First Nation people members of a single political 

community (Hobbs, 2018) 

• As such an ontological assumption and an implicit truth claim of 

NI sovereignty



NI Citizenship- citizen-shit/p- citizen?- a conceptual NI journey

• 2017: Statement from the Heart & response re implications of 

democracy as NI autocracy

• In recognising the enduring sovereignty of Indigenous nations, NI 

“citizenship” must be unsettled

• This unsettles a/the nation-state.

• The absent citizenry is that of NI people on FN land: ignored

• Recognising absent citizenship enables thinking into practices 

that move toward NI (self)-decolonisation.



• Recognising decolonisation and a process leading to 

‘…repatriation of Indigenous land and life’ (Tuck & Yang, 2012:1).

• Reconciliation as another colonisation about incorporation into 

nation-state.

• What is NI decolonisation: a silent discourse 

• NI perpetuate the study of First Nation people in absentia with 

claims of a shared history



Illustration: yea- citizens of Australia … Or citizens in the NI Australian 

state? And therefore what of FN Australia?



Cultural interface (Nakata, 2008)

• Taking the conceptualisation of cultural interface into citizenry

• What are the obligations of NI people on FN land.

• Asked as a NI question for reflection and thinking into citizenship 

in another way



An example of the non-binary: First Nation 2017 Statement of the 

Heart- citizenship of the nation-state vs NI citizenship of FN states

• Statement from the Heart indicated the changes required by FN people 
to current social policies and structures that relate to and impact on FN 
peoples (McKay, 2017)

• This provided two key requests which are linked to objectives for 
justice and human rights

Firstly, First Nations rights

Secondly, a representative FN body to enable this the Makarrata 
Commission

• No NI leadership discussion of obligations but Turnbull and the ‘right to 
rule’ 

• Ethical impact assumption



What does this tell us

• Colonialism and is instigated the most powerful structure in 

Australia to maintain control over the FN peoples (Atkinson, 

2015). 

• Through cultural interface, there is possibility for change through 

recognition of alternative perspectives void of egocentricity and 

power. 

• In this perspective a treaty and a non-SC concept of democracy is 

not only is right but an obligation.



So learning of NI self from First Nation scholars

• Craig Richie: ‘tell our stories’ 

• M: tell our story in First Nation history

• Angela Barney-Leitch: NI views formed by newspapers

• M: NI obligations to (First) Nation

• Jacob Prehri: discourse of deficit/pathology

• M: avoidance of discourse of NI deficit and failure to deconstruct 

discourse of superiority (master narrative)

• Distinguished Professor Aileen Moreton-Robinson: sovereignty

• M: NI hegemony and liberating this via First Nation Scholarship



Limits of an ally

• Discourse of being NI ‘allies’

• Supposition the struggle is the same/shared

• Not shared

• Intellectual imperialism

• Physical imperialism

• Superiority complex a psychological problem of colonisation as a 

socialisation process



OBLIGATIONS FRAMEWORK for SC

• Australia Day

• Australian Anthem

• School curriculum inclusion but also speaking back & into NI 

content

• Intellectual sovereignty vs NI taken for granted superiority

• And so and so 



A re-visioning

• Okay now a re-conceputalisation arising from FN scholarship; 

literature on decolonisation; literature from SC

• The taken for granted assumption and discourse is that the 

nation-state confers and controls citizenry

• It is an imagining with politics & with an un-ethics

• Place and position of NI people

• In SC contexts non-Indigenous (NI) people do not yet imagine. 

• What may it mean to be/apply for ‘citizenship’ on/in First Nation 

lands. A question for SC people
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